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Objectives of EBSB Club: 

 

(i). To celebrate the unity in diversity of our nation by maintaining and strengthening the fabric of 

traditionally existing emotional bonds between the students of TIAS tias and SIST 

 

(Ii). To promote the spirit of national integration through a deep and structured engagement between 

the students of TIAS and SIST through a year-long planned engagement. 

 

(Iii). To showcase the rich heritage and culture, customs and traditions of both the pairing states, 

Delhi and Sikkim, through pairing institutes to understand and appreciate the diversity that is India. 



(iv). To establish long-term engagements between the students of pairing institutes, TIAS and 

SIST. 

 

(v). To create an environment that promotes learning between the students of pairing institutes, 

TIAS and SIST, by sharing best practices and experiences. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE EVENT: 

 To create awareness and spread the message of saving our planet- “Protecting our environment is 

the need of the hour.” 

 To help nature and mother earth to get its natural beauty and components back. 

 To help students understand the value of plants and trees. 

 To inspire students for providing these services to society. 

 

REPORT 

This event was supposed to happen online but due to bad internet connectivity in SIKKIM, we could n’t 

conduct it online. Hence, EBSB Club, Tecnia Institute of Advanced Studies, Rohini organized tree 

plantation drive and Painting Competition on 9th July 2022 in physical mode within their premises.  

The theme of World Environment day 2022 was “Only One Earth”, and Sweden was the host country 

for it. Under this theme, World Environment day will be observed, highlighting the need to live 

sustainably in harmony with nature. This day provides us with an opportunity to take responsible steps to 

preserve and enhance the environment.  

EBSB club nodal officer, Dr. Monu Singh talked on the following points. These are: 

 

Biggest Environmental Issues of 2022 

 Public Health issue: Dirty water is the biggest health issue. It poses a threat to the quality of life and 

public health. The majority of people still don’t have access to water and toilets. Over a million people 

worldwide die from water, hygiene, and sanitation-related diseases, which could be reduced by safe 

water and sanitation access. 

 Ozone Layer Depletion: The ozone layer protects the earth from harmful UV radiation coming from 

the sun. Its depletion has exposed us to such harmful radiation. We are prone to skin cancers, different 

types of eye diseases, abnormal growth of certain species, etc. 

 Deforestation:  Cutting down trees on a large scale poses a major threat to our environment. Forests 

are natural sinks of Carbon dioxide; they help in regulating temperature and rainfall, etc. If this is not 

stopped, soil erosion, increased greenhouse gas emissions, irregular rains, and flooding are some of 

the adverse effects on the environment. 

 Global Warming: This occurs when carbon dioxide and other air pollutants get collected in the 

atmosphere and absorb sunlight and solar radiation emitted from the earth’s surface. All this leads to  
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 a rise in the earth’s temperature causing natural disasters such as melting polar ice caps, flooding, 

droughts, and many others. 

Simple Ways to Save the Environment 

 Say no to plastics. Instead of using plastic bags, use environmentally friendly carry bags, such as bags 

made of paper (reuse them again and again), biodegradable bags, compostable bags, etc. 

 Plant more saplings: Trees play an important role in producing oxygen and absorbing carbon dioxide 

from the environment. Hence, it is important to make your environment greener around you. Forests 

play an important role in absorbing and storing water, which prevents flooding of cities and other 

areas. Preserve and let it protect us in return. 

 Waste Segregation: Every day different types of waste are generated in our homes. It is important for 

us to identify and separate organic and inorganic wastes. For example, dust, aluminum cans, paper 

waste, and other types of dry waste are classified as inorganic, whereas food waste, fruit waste, and 

other wet types of waste are classified as organic waste.  

 Save Energy: Save electricity by switching off your appliances when they are not in use.  

 Adopting alternative sources of energy: Switching to renewable sources of energy will not only save 

limited natural resources but will also reduce pollution. 

 

LEARNING OUTCOME 

 Students were encouraged for proper maintenance and preservation of trees together with other 

vegetation. 

 Students were made aware to uplift the quality of the living environment through active planting 

and a forestation. 

 This event set an inspiring example for the coming generations to save and plant more trees. 

 

Glimpse of the day:  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

List of Volunteers 

 

S.No. Name of the Students Enrolment 

Number 

Department 

    

1 SARTHAK JAIN 8017002420 BAJMC 

2 ISHITA GOYAL 3817002420 BAJMC 

3 NAMAN VIJ 7821301720 BBA 

4 NIKHIL SANDAL 8121301720 BBA 

5 PRABHJOT KAUR 10417002421 BJMC 

6 RIYA SHARMA 13917002421 BJMC 

7 KHUSHI MAHAJAN 8617002421 BJMC 

8 VANSHAJ SHARMA 817002421 BAJMC 

9 AYUSHI BADONI 3121301720 BBA 

10 SAMRIDDHI SHARMA 11021301720 BBA 

 

List of Participants 

Ek bharat shreshtha bharat club, tias 

S.No.  
Name of students 

 
Enrolment 

 
Department 

 

  number  

1. Ankit gulati 07817002419 BBA 

2. Shivi mittal 04121301719 BBA 

3. Priti chaudhary 04421301718 BBA 

4. Harshita rajpal 06321302419 BBA 

5. Hardik sharma 04421301718 BBA 

6. Umar farooq 35221302419 BBA 

7. Umang gupta 02317001718 BBA 

8. Khushi kohli 35221302419 BBA 

9. Devansh bora 00121301718 BBA 

10. Pravar gupta 08621302419 BBA 

11. Saurabh garg 35421302419 BBA 

12. Gautam sharma 41221301718 BBA 

13. Ayushi goel 09121302419 BBA 

14. Ayushi goel 08221302419 BBA 

15. Karanpreet singh 06517001718 BBA 

16. Arushi kaushik 41321302418 BA (JMC) 

17. Geetika bisht 04621301719 BA (JMC) 

18. Jigyasa sharma 02721301719 BA (JMC) 

19. Isha prasad 02721301719 BA (JMC) 

20. Arushi kaushik 01921301718 BA (JMC) 

21. Sumit singh 35317002418 BBA 

22. Shobhit agarwal 04821301718 BBA 

23. Parveen purohit 02621301718 BBA 



 

24. Arun chauhan 04721301718 BBA 

25. Preeti 04821301718 BBA 

26. Muskan sharma 35521302419 BBA 

27. Shrey aggarwal 10517002419 BBA 

28. Ashwin atrish 08517002419 BBA 

29. Ashwin atrish 08417002419 BBA 

30. Pratham chauhan 02421301718 BBA 

31. Manvi jain 08321302419 BA (JMC) 

32. Mahesh sehgal 09917002419 BA (JMC) 

33. Mukul gupta 36117002419 MCA 

34. Harman verma 06417002419 BA (JMC) 

35. Deepak gahlot 04917001719 BA (JMC) 

36. Dhanya mulpana 35417002419 BA (JMC) 

37. Kareena gaba 04317001719 BCA 

38. Riya kathayat 00517001719 BA (JMC) 

39. Rachita budhiraja 03821301718 BBA 

40. Mridul arora 05917001719 MCA 
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